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Educator of the Year
High school science classes deal often with the 
relationships between different elements, organisms, or 
matter on our planet. In Melody Moorehead’s science 
classes, relationships certainly take center stage, but it is 
the relationship Mrs. Moorehead has with her students 
that makes learning exciting and meaningful. 

A member of the Milford High School teaching faculty for 
the past 16 years, Mrs. Moorehead has cemented herself as an exceptional educator who leverages 
science to build powerful, long-lasting relationships with her students. In her anatomy & physiology 
courses, students study the human body, its systems, and their relationships to each other. In those 
same courses, Mrs. Moorehead emphasizes the human experience and the relationships students 
have with each other, their school, and a larger global community. She puts students at the center of 
her instruction every day and strives to create learning experiences for them that are meaningful, 
relevant, and highly rigorous, all while ensuring students develop a love and passion for the content. 
As an AP biology teacher, Mrs. Moorehead challenges students to perform at the highest levels on the 
AP examinations each spring, but she does so in a way that creates lasting memories of the course 
and the joy of science.

When asked about the accomplishment of which she is most proud, Mrs. Moorehead, without 
hesitation, speaks to the relationships she has with current students, as well as strong bonds she 
maintains with Milford High School Alumni. Former students frequently visit Mrs. Moorehead, reach 
out to her with questions about their college course work, or simply drop her a message to let her 
know how much her teaching meant to them.

Outside of the classroom, her proudest accomplishments are the relationships she has built with her 
husband, Joe, and her three children, Jared, Maddie, and Will.

It is in appreciation of her tremendous relationship-focused approach to learning at Milford High 
School that Mrs. Melody Moorehead is recognized as the Milford High School 2019 Educator of the 
Year. Thank you, Mrs. Moorehead, for always putting students first and for creating incredibly 
life-changing experiences at MHS.

MELODY MOOREHEAD
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Classified Staff of the Year
Sometimes it takes the right person, at the right time, to 
connect with a student in the right way. Each and every day, 
Mr. Matt Williams makes it his mission to find ways to reach 
students and build a trusting bond with them that translates 
into successful student experiences at Milford High School.

As a member of the Milford High School staff, Matt has 
served a number of different students in a variety of settings. 
Regardless of the setting or student, Matt regularly demonstrates joy in his work. His commitment to 
the students of Milford High School is exceptional. On any given day, you can see Matt juggling a 
multitude of responsibilities, keeping numerous balls in the air, but never, ever, losing site of his most 
primary goal – providing the students with whom he works simply the best educational experience 
possible. 

Oftentimes, our students have many needs. And oftentimes, what our students need is Matt Williams.
Need assistance with academic work? Matt is there.
Need someone to eat lunch with? Matt is there.
Need help getting to the bus? Matt is there.
Need a trusting adult to talk through your struggles? Matt is there.

It seems that no matter what needs our students present, Matt is always right there at the right time 
to provide them exactly what they need. Matt Williams, in so many ways, is the embodiment of what 
is right about Milford High School.

When Matt is not tirelessly serving the students of Milford High School, he can be spotted with his 
wife, Milford HS Spanish teacher Emily Williams, stepdaughter Gwen, and son Desmond, donning 
mouse ears and visiting Walt Disney World whenever possible.

It is in recognition of his relentless pursuit to meet the needs of our students that tonight we celebrate 
Mr. Matt Williams as our 2019 Classified Staff Member of the Year at Milford High School. Thank you, 
Matt, for being exactly what our students need each and every day!

MATT WILLIAMS
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Organization Partner of the Year
We are incredibly blessed to live in a community with great schools. When members of our community 
see an opportunity and run passionately toward it, our great schools become exceptional.

In 2017, under the inspired leadership of Mrs. Sarah Huseman, Feed Our Flock was formed and has 
been enriching the lives of our students ever since. As students transitioned from elementary school 
into junior high, and then into high school, the formal deployment of food, resources, and support for 
students became the mission of Feed Our Flock.

Feed Our Flock, a 501(c)(3) organization, gathers in excess of $10,000 annually in donations and 
countless hours of volunteer time and talent to support the students of Milford Schools. In the fall of 
2017, Feed Our Flock cabinets were installed in buildings throughout the District and stocked with 
snacks, goods, and toiletries for students in need. Their “no questions asked” approach to serving our 
students has created a safe avenue for students to reach out for assistance without feelings of 
judgment, anxiety, or worry. They truly meet the needs of our students EVERY SINGLE DAY. 

In November, Feed Our Flock sponsored, organized, and provided a full Thanksgiving meal to the 
students at the Milford High School Success Academy. The joy on the faces of the students as they 
shared in delicious food and fellowship showed the immeasurable impact Feed Our Flock makes. 
Through their care for our students, Feed Our Flock ensures that when students arrive at Milford High 
School, they are ALL taken care of, nurtured, and positioned best to focus on their learning.

Tonight, we proudly recognize Feed Our Flock as Milford High School’s Organization Partner of the 
Year. Their support, service, and commitment to our students speaks to the tremendous community 
wrapped around our schools. Thank you, Feed Our Flock, for all you do for our students!

Interested contributing your time, treasure, or talent to Feed Our Flock? Visit them at 
FeedOurFlock.org or email them at FeedOurFlock@gmail.com.

FEED OUR FLOCK
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